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Victron Energy B.V. starts cooperation with BEP Marine
Victron Energy has started cooperation with BEP Marine in order to facilitate the integration of Victron
products with BEP Marine’s CZone™ system. It is expected that Victron’s products will be compatible
with the CZone™ system per April 2011.
CZone™ system
CZone™ is a state-of-the-art, digital networked power control and monitoring system. Using a common NMEA
2000 CAN bus, CZone replaces complex inter-helm wiring with a single data wire to shorten cable runs and reduce
the size of conductors, 1hereby decreasing the cost and weight of the electrical wiring harness. Highly customizable,
CZone is cost-effectively scalable on boats ranging from 25 to 90 feet. Modules can easily be added to best suit the
OEM’s and end user’s needs. The Plug and Play system is designed for simple, fast installation requiring no factory
set-up.
Designed to withstand the harshest environment conditions, robust casings and seals protect CZone against
common onboard electrical challenges, including voltage transients and demanding loads.
It will soon be possible to connect Victron Energy equipment to BEP Marine’s CZone™ system to allow control
and monitoring of the Victron Quattro’s, Inverters and Inverter/chargers.
Unlimited Power with Victron Energy
Victron Energy is a leading supplier of autonomous ‘off-grid’ installations for the Marine, Industry, Automotive,
Off-grid and Mobility markets. Products include sine wave inverter/chargers, battery chargers, DC/DC converters,
transfer switches, battery monitor, the Global Remote, BlueSolar Panels and more. Victron Energy has a strong,
unrivalled reputation for technical innovation, reliability and build quality. The products are widely considered to be
the professional choice for independent electric power. Check out the website (www.victronenergy.com) for
extended product information and the most recent innovations.
Profile BEP Marine
BEP Marine was founded in 1970. They are specialized in electrical installations for various boating brands globally.
Their products include Marine Circuit Breaker panels, Battery switches, DC monitors and more. For more
information please visit www.bepmarine.com
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